Excessive power consumption emerged as a major obstacle to achieving exascale performance in next-generation supercomputers, creating a need to explore new ways to reduce those requirements. In this study, we present a comprehensive empirical investigation of a power advantage anticipated in the mergesort method based on identifying a feature expected to be physically power efficient. We use a highperformance quicksort as a realistic baseline to compare. Results show a generic mergosort to have a distinct advantage over an optimized quicksort lending support to our expectation. They also help develop some insights toward power efficiency gains likely meaningful in a future exascale context where trading some of the abundant performance for much needed power savings in a ubiquitous computation may prove interesting.
Introduction
Recent discoveries in science and technology were driven by a huge demand for computational capacity. Currently, some simulations are impossible using existing computers. In response to this demand, exascale supercomputers are needed to reach sustained performance in the order of exaops [9] . The first exascale supercomputer was expected to be available in approximately 2018-2020 timeframe according to earlier estimates [23] . Recently, some experts say it will not be available before 2023 [24] . Excessive electric power consumption seems to be the primary obstacle for further scaling of high-performance computing (HPC) to achieve exascale level [39] .
The most powerful supercomputer in the world (Sunway TaihuLight in China) consumes about 15 Megawatts of power [38] . Scaling this machine 100 times to achieve exascale performance would require about 1.5 Gigawatt of power. Providing this amount of power requires a good-sized nuclear power plant next-door [29] . The US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) [11, 12] suggests a more reasonable peak of electrical power; they propose 20 Megawatts as the maximum power consumption for the exascale systems. Therefore, to operate the exascale systems within reasonable power consumption levels, tremendous efforts from both software and hardware researchers are needed to tackle this issue. New software techniques and hardware technologies are needed to reduce the high requirements of power to a more manageable and economically feasible level [35] .
Software developers look for faster algorithms to increase their application speed and response time. With the rapid evolution of HPC, power consumption is becoming one of the foremost challenges to scaling these powerful machines. Prioritizing power-efficient code building blocks could save power if execution time penalty is acceptable. A minor power advantage can result in massive savings if accumulated suitably.
Zecena [42] estimated that 85% of HPC scientific applications in the world depend exclusively on sorting algorithms. Therefore, perhaps a significant amount of power can be saved by identifying power characteristics associated with these algorithms, including any power related advantages.
In this paper, we resolve the limitations of our previous work [4] and present a new comprehensive energy study of mergesort focusing on power characteristics. We resolve the drawbacks in the previous work by using a modern CPU, new reliable profiler, new environment configuration, and in-depth investigation of power consumption behavior of mergesort. Mergesort relies on repeatedly dividing lists in half. In modern CPUs, division by two is performed by Barrel shifter circuit that can shift a data word by a specified number of bits in one clock cycle [26] . In theory, it seems that we should observe some power advantage when compared to a sorting method that needs to work harder to make similar decisions in comparable time. Computing on the exascale is an example of a situation where that advantage is valuable. Another perhaps is mobile computing where a bigger battery could address the energy budget issue but does not help if the battery is drained too fast. We note however while mobile may share a power concern with exascale computing, it must deal with different hardware, workload, and economic considerations. A solution, therefore, may not offer comparable value in both situations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review relevant previous work. In Sect. 3, we develop the rationale motivating this work. In Sect. 4, we present the experimental setup and methodology. Results are thoroughly discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, we sum up and identify interesting future investigations in Sect. 6.
Related work
Much of the literature on [6, 16, 34, 40, 41 ] focuses on energy consumption. Yuechuan et al. [41] analyzed and investigated energy consumption of bubble sort algorithm. They predicted the energy consumption for each atomic operation, and then, they validated their prediction using energy prediction algorithm. The prediction accuracy was more than 95%.
Poon et al. [34] used mesh connected computer with an optical pyramid layout to introduce a power-aware sorting algorithm. They reduced the energy usage by minimizing the time and total data movement.
Yildiz et al. [40] estimated the energy consumptions of different I/O management approaches. They suggest a model that selects the best I/O approach in terms of energy efficiency regardless of the systems architecture or applicationspecific parameters.
Cebrian et al. [16] used the micro-architectural techniques to match a power constraint while reducing the energy consumption of the processor. They use tokens to translate the dissipated CPU power at cycle level and basic block level to select between different power-saving micro-architectural techniques. The approach was up to 11% more energy efficient.
Hasib et al. [6] analyzed the energy efficiency effects of a motion estimation algorithm with applying data-reuse transformations to exploit temporal locality on a multicore processor. Their approach improves the energy efficiency up to 5.5 times.
Lastovetsky et al. [31] proposed novel model-based methods and algorithms to minimize the computations time and energy for data parallel applications executing on homogeneous multicore clusters (Intel E5-2670 Haswell Server). They also demonstrate significant average and maximum percentage improvements in performance and energy for the two applications compared to traditional loadbalanced workload distribution. The result shows that the optimizing for performance alone can lead to a significant reduction in energy and the optimizing for energy alone can cause major degradation in performance.
The literature on [13] [14] [15] pays particular attention to mobile device energy consumption. They suggested an energy management component which dynamically selects and applies the optimal energy-efficient sorting algorithm on mobile platform. The results show that there is no significant impact on energy consumption from algorithmic performance, and the effort from software engineers can help to reduce energy consumption.
Gupta et al. [19] proposed a novel technique to allocate the optimal power consumption to the CPU and GPU in mobile platform, under a given power budget. They evaluated their work using both simulations and experiments. The experiments were performed on a state-of-the-art mobile platform running industrial benchmarks. The result shows a high throughput and effective utilization to the 1 3 available power slack. They successfully achieved their goal of allocating the optimal power consumption to the CPU and GPU, under a given power.
Abdel-Hafeez et al. [1] proposed a novel mathematical comparison-free sorting algorithm that sorts input data integer elements on-the-fly without any comparison operations. They evaluate their work using a CMOS custom application specified integrated circuits (90-nm Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company) with a 1 V power supply. The result shows a 50% of power saving compared to other optimized hardware-based hybrid sorting designs.
Aliaga et al. [7] performed a concurrent execution of ILUPACK on a multicore platform using energy-efficient runtime implementation. By reducing the idle time for the threads, their results showed a good saving in power consumption without performance degradation.
Basmadjian et al. [10] verified the assumption that the parallel computations power consumption on a multicore processor is equal to the total power of each of those active cores. They prove that for modern multicore processors, this assumption is not accurate. They suggested a new power estimation method that takes into account resource sharing and power-saving mechanisms, which provides an accuracy within a maximum error of 5%.
Kodaka et al. [28] proposed a method for multicore processors that predicted the number of cores needed to execute threads in the near future by using the control information of the scheduler. They reduced the power consumption without performance degradation.
Hamady et al. [22] used a limited number of cores for multicore processor to run different types of workloads to evaluate the power management. Their approach improved power efficiency by using one physical core with hyper-threading.
Azzam et al. [21] analyzed the performance of many kernels and the power consumption of various hardware components in terms of power capping. They use PAPI tool in power tuning to reduce overall energy consumption by 30% without loss in performance in many cases.
Kondo et al. [30] proposed a project called PomPP project; they developed many strategies to save power under a given power budget. They also introduced a poweraware resource manager, power-performance simulation and analysis framework for future supercomputer systems.
Chandra et al. [17] studied the effect of programming language on power consumption. They implement many sorting algorithms (bubble, selection, insertion and quicksort) using more than one programming language (java, visual basic and C#) to find the best power-efficient programming language. They find that Java is the most efficient programming language in terms of power efficiency, and the worst was Visual Basic programming language.
Ozer et al. [33] used the machine learning technology to predict the power and instruction retired metrics with the possible frequency settings by using the information collected at the runtime. They use the regression algorithm after generated preprocessed data and train the algorithm to predict optimum frequency settings.
Al-Hashimi et al. [3] investigated power and energy consumption of three control loops, which are for loop, while loop, and do-while loop. They gave predictions for the cost of control loop statements in terms of power and energy efficiency. The
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Investigating power efficiency of mergesort main weakness of this study was the use of Sandy Bridge Intel chip which suffers from lack of accuracy [20] .
Al-Hashimi et al. [5] investigated average peak power, average energy, and average kernel runtime of Bitonic Mergesort and compared it with Advanced Quicksort on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU. The researchers identified that a simple parallel Bitonic Mergesort outperformed a highly optimized parallel Advanced Quicksort both in terms of peak power and energy consumption in most cases. The authors use customized algorithms for NVIDIA environment, and it is possible that these results might have been affected by this customization.
Abulnaja et al. [2] investigated Bitonic Mergesort to identify the factors that result in its underlying power and energy efficiency advantage over Bitonic Mergesort. They analyze the power and energy efficiency of Bitonic Mergesort and Advanced Quicksort based on their performance evaluation on NVIDIA K40 GPU. The performance of both the algorithms is investigated using various experiments offered by NVIDIA Nsight Visual Studio. The work is an extension for the previous work in [5] and has the same limitation regarding the customized algorithms for NVIDIA environment.
Al-Hashimi et al. [4] investigated power and energy consumption of Mergesort and Quicksort on Intel Xeon E5-2640 CPU (SandyBridge). The researchers identified some power efficiency advantage for generic mergesort over a highly optimized 3-way quicksort in terms of power consumption. The results show a small, but statistically, significant difference according to a paired-sample t test. Moreover, they found that mergesort consumed less energy than quicksort. The main weakness of this study was the use of Sandy Bridge Intel chip which suffers from lack of accuracy [20] .
Ikram et al. [25] presented an experimental methodology for measuring power and energy consumption of algorithms running on NVIDIA Kepler (Tesla K40c GPU). They applied the methodology on two customized algorithms for NVIDIA environment: Bitonic Mergesort and matrix multiplication. They measured the algorithms power, energy, and runtime.
Motivation
There is economy in performing multiplication and division with positional radixbased numerals when powers of the radix are involved. We move the decimal point when dividing by powers of ten instead of a costly long division. Similarly, in a modern computer where numbers are encoded in the binary system, multiplication and division by powers of two involve very little effort. This economy is reflected in arguably simple Barrel Shifters [26, 32] , the classic hardware which implements those operations. In fact, less power consumption was reported [27] for a barrel shifter-based shift-add multiplication scenario in real-time signal processing context. Moreover, economy in total energy budget may not relate well to how quickly that budget is expended. Workloads which consume similar amounts of energy but run faster will draw more power. In fact, an optimization that improves time efficiency can become counterproductive if it ends up going through its energy budget too fast. In a power-focused environment, this could be an important concern. Similarly, an energy-focused optimization may end up being detrimental to power. So, what type of energy-related economy should be expected from a computation?
A basic mergesort simply divides a list by two to specify the next set of keys to consider, which does not involve performing a real division. A power advantage may emerge when compared to a sorting method that works harder to make essentially similar decisions in comparable time. A quicksort works harder to split lists to perform comparable work on average. Such behavior could reasonably be expected to consume energy at a higher rate to remain efficient time-wise. So, depending on the type of economy in effort, some procedures may reasonably be expected to do better when it comes to how fast they go through their energy budget. Based on how it splits lists, it seems that mergesort could have a natural advantage there, which a preliminary investigation seems to indicate [4] .
Modern energy-conscious processors carefully regulate various energyrelated aspects. They are designed to monitor those features accurately since they rely operationally on their own instrumentation, suggesting that an empirical approach to studying power characteristics of algorithms is now even more attractive than before. However, not unlike studying time efficiency empirically, this approach has the disadvantage of having to deal with interfering factors in a typical run environment. The main challenge in designing an experiment remains neutralizing the run environment to isolate the computational aspect of physical measurements.
Several energy-focused studies used empirical methods to develop or optimize algorithms for certain HPC scenarios, or to develop general energy models for those purposes, none of which is our concern here. Other studies focus on sorting performance and compare many methods under various HPC scenarios. This study, however, is not about energy performance of sorting in general, nor about optimizing sorting for specific scenarios. This study is about investigating an interesting algorithm based on features perceived to be desirable from power viewpoint.
In this study, we further investigate a power advantage of mergesort for a context where major system-wide gains could be obtained from small advantages in a ubiquitous workload. We compare a generic mergesort to a classically optimized quicksort. Apart from the obvious need to compare against a credible baseline, quicksort is the established choice for high-performance sorting, and therefore is the method to best show an advantage of value. Using a generic mergesort emphasizes characteristics that could be attributed to the method. More sorts will not serve an investigation focused on examining an advantage anticipated based on an observation about a specific operation expected to be physically power efficient.
In the following section, we describe the experimental setup. It is worth commenting that although it seems apparently reasonable to experiment with components common to HPC, we had other considerations. The choice of processor had more to do with extending previous work to a power-efficient architecture whose essential characteristics are likely to be utilized in future high-performance designs. Choice of Linux had more to do with finer control over processor Investigating power efficiency of mergesort workload during the experiment. We henceforth use the abbreviations MS and QS to, respectively, refer to versions of mergesort and quicksort used in this study. The terms mergesort and quicksort are still used when we refer to the methods generically.
Experimental setup and methodology
The novelty of this work against our previous work [4] is the environment and the reliable instruments. In earlier experiments, we used Windows 7 OS. Windows OS features numerous graphics as well as other processes running in the background that needs a minimum amount of RAM which is greater than what Linux needs. Also, it is difficult to minimize the background processes that are always running, which make the CPU and RAM always busy and may also add some noise to the results during the sampling process. In this work, we used a lightweight version of Linux OS in our experimental environment to minimize the noise in the results. Another issue regarding Windows OS is that it is not easy to access the model-specific register (MSRs) to read the CPU energy and power consumption in Windows OS, and we need to write instructions in level 0 (kernel-mode or privileged mode) to read the MSRs, which is a very complicated programming work and takes a long time to develop. Furthermore, the OS protection blocks exploitation that attempts to access model-specific register (MSR) in Windows OS. In Linux OS, assessing the MSRs is very easy, using perf tool which is part of the OS kernel.
Furthermore, the lack of reliable instruments is particularly problematic for the previous work. In [4] , we developed our own profiler that may produce some overhead during the sampling process and may affect our results. Furthermore, we run the experiments on Sandy Bridge Intel chip which suffers from lack of sensors accuracy [20] . In this work, we use a reliable and well-known profiler (perf tool) and we use the new Intel Haswell chip which gives reliable sensors readings [20] .
The experiment design consists of four parts: the environment, the profiler used to collect the CPU metrics (such as power, energy, functions overhead and instructions overhead), the program files that represent the algorithms code, and the datasets generation. In this section, we briefly describe these parts. 
Evaluation platform and environment
The specifications of the machine used to run our experiments are given in Table 1 . In order to capture the exact power and energy measurements of the algorithms executing on the CPU, we need to eliminate environment confounding factors as possible. To do this, the following configuration was made to the environment:
• Disable the CPU power management option and hyper-threading, which gives us access to many performance counters. Furthermore, hyper-threading would also require a more complex power model since the additional threads consume little power.
• Disable the Turbo Boost to make our experiments repeatable without being dependent on thermal conditions and to be sure that the CPU should not exceed its base frequency of 2.5 GHz.
• Terminate most of the operating system processes and services to run the operating system with minimum resources.
• Use Core number 0 to run the algorithms code and move the other processes to core number 2, 3, 4, 5 in order to avoid the context switching mechanism. We also keep core number 1 idle to eliminate the temperature effect on core number 0.
• Use one thread program for the algorithms to control the program running on a single core.
• Disable the compiler optimization options to avoid any optimizations to the code.
• To avoid the recording of datasets loading operations as a workload by the profiler (to avoid noise in power and energy readings), we embedded the datasets directly into the exe file and let the OS load all the data into memory before running. It is known as in-memory execution where the operating system loader is responsible for process initialization and data loading in memory. Therefore, in-memory execution technique will give our results more accuracy and more realistic values in terms of power and energy.
Since our main objective is to study the algorithm's power consumption, we run our code on a single core to ensure that the results are not affected by chip-level optimization or power-saving techniques. Furthermore, we run the code many times until averages converge in order to get a good estimation for our results. For our experiment environment, we found that the average convergence occurs after 230 runs, so we configured the profiler to run 300 times for each case. The profiler shows that our results of standard deviation are as follows ± 2 %. The profiler shows the variations in results to give an indication about the percentage of the noise in the results. Less than 2% variations indicate a perfect environment with minimal noise in the results.
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Measurement of power consumption and other statistics
We used perf tool to profile CPU power and energy consumption. We configured the tool to obtain an average of 300 runs. For each run, we use the following command: 
Algorithm's executable files
Both in the case of MS and QS, the source code was taken from a well-known book in academic institutes [36] (The code for MS is listed on page 273 and QS code is listed on page 299). We write the algorithm's code using the C++ programming language. The code is compiled in release mode using the GCC 64-bit compiler. To avoid compiler optimizations, we disabled the compiler optimization options. Furthermore, to give a good estimation for the power and energy results while collecting the samples from the CPU sensors, we eliminate the CPU context switching by setting the affinity for the program and thread to CPU core number 0.
Datasets generation
Both algorithms was tested on 31 different datasets of integer random numbers that were generated using C++ function rand(). The following code was used to generate the datasets:
The features of the datasets generation are summarized as follows:
• The dataset element type is 4 bytes integer.
• Number of elements in the datasets are: 4-24 K, 48 K, 64 K, 128 K, 256 K, 512 K, 1 M, 2 M, 4 M, 6 M and 8 M. We exclude the datasets from 1 to 3 K, where the standard deviation in the power and energy results was more than ± 2 %.
• The number of different generated datasets for each size is 20 in order to make sure that the results are not affected by one specific set of random numbers.
The total generated datasets is 31 × 20 = 620 different datasets. Each of the generated set was run by each of the sorting algorithms 300 times. The first ten runs of each set were discarded, so the initial transient state of the system did not affect the results. Then, the average of the rest of the runs was obtained. Each efficiency metric reading of each set size was an average of over 290 runs of the generated 31 different sets of the same size. 
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Results and discussion
The average power consumption results for MS and QS obtained from the profiler are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 1 . The content of Table 2 is indicated as follows:
The first column is the dataset size from 16 kB to 32 MB. Power consumption averages in watt (W) are presented in the second and third columns for MS and QS, respectively. The fourth column shows the power differences between MS and QS in watt (W), and the fifth shows the power advantage for MS against QS in percentage differences. Furthermore, energy consumption averages for MS and QS in millijoule (mJ) are indicated in the sixth and seventh columns and the energy differences between the two algorithms are shown in the eighth column. Finally, the last two columns in the table show the averages of execution time in milliseconds (ms) for MS and QS. From Table 3 , we estimate the cache boundaries for MS in each cache level based on the dataset size and the gradual increase from the numbers in the table (we include more details about our estimation in the below paragraphs in this section). We notice that there is an inverse association between the diminishing effect in the trend and the rise of miss rate among the cache levels. (Based on this finding, we decide to study the effect of miss rate on the power trend in the coming paragraphs.) There has been a steady decline in this trend when the dataset becomes larger. What stands out in Table 2 and Fig. 1 is the clear trend of power efficiency in favor of MS before the memory access. The average power advantage for MS is 41.91% in L1, 16.01% in L2 and 8.44% in L3. Moreover, in the memory access area at dataset size 512 kB, a drop in power efficiency for MS is marked and the trend reversed in favor of QS with average power advantage of 1.64% for QS. The interesting finding in these results is that the generic MS shows a clear power advantage against the optimized version of QS. In contrast to our previous work in [4] , the power advantage trend here for MS is significant, while in previous work we found some power advantage in some cases and we use the paired-samples t test to prove that MS has a power advantage over QS. We develop our own profiler which has some overhead. Also, in SandyBridge architecture (Intel Xeon CPU E5-2640) sensors gives an estimation-not actual-reading for power and energy [20] ; moreover, we use windows 7 OS which has a large memory footprint.
In this work, we enhance the environment to give more reliable results. We eliminate the experiment confounding factors as possible as described in Sect. 4 by using small memory footprint OS (Linux Ubuntu), low overhead profiler, and accurate sensors readings in the new Intel Haswell CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2680). The Intel Haswell RAPL measurements [18] were validated in [20] and show an almost perfect correlation to the AC reference measurement in comparison with the previous Intel SandyBridge architecture.
In terms of energy, the average energy consumption results for MS and QS obtained from the profiler are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2 . The graph shows that there are no significant differences between MS and QS. We notice that QS beat MS in terms of energy in most cases. In some cases, they have similar energy consumption. This trend was expected due to the speed of QS. We know that the energy = power × time . QS is always faster by 4-35% with an average of 14% and this the reason why QS is better in energy.
Power results show an advantage for MS ranging from 41.91 to 8.44% in upper memory hierarchy levels extending to main memory for datasets up to 3 MB roughly. Such savings may seem small but could be significant for a power-critical environment. Typical workloads in a future exascale supercomputer are expected to consist of massive computations collectively occupying a massive number of processors. Savings reasonably expected [42] in a major fraction of such substantial workloads may be interesting particularly if power draw is an obstacle. Mobile, also a power critical environment, may not benefit as much. Moreover, these are natural savings stemming from the original unoptimized method over a highly optimized realistic high-performance choice, therefore likely to carry over to a future platform. If power draw is an obstacle, then every bit of savings should be of interest. A power-focused concern may also note the marked difference in power draw in two methods otherwise virtually indistinguishable in terms of energy efficiency.
This behavior of power trend may partly be explained by collecting the number of cache misses in each level (L1, L2, and L3), instructions, cycles, branches, and branch misses. Furthermore, we also look inside the assembly code, functions overhead, and instructions overhead to validate that MS has low overhead against QS which result in low power consumption as we found in the above power results.
Moreover, these results provide further support for the hypothesis that MS has an efficient partitioning by exploiting the Barrel Shifter [26] digital circuit. In order to validate the hypothesis, we obtained further in-depth information from the profiler. Our hypothesis says that MS in its simplest form does fundamentally less work than QS when it comes to deciding the next set of keys to work on. MS simply divides a list by two, which does not involve performing a real division. In theory, it should not perform more comparisons than an efficient sort has to.
We look at the assembly code for MS, and we notice that MS exploits the Barrel Shifter circuit instructions (shr and sar) to divide the list by 2. Figure 3 shows these instructions in MS assembly code. These instructions provide a strong evidence that supports our hypotheses.
We also need more investigation about the impact of these instructions on MS overhead. To study this impact, we analyze each algorithm overhead based on functions. Both MS and QS are divide-and-conquer algorithms. They perform sort by two major steps, divide the list, then conquer and combined. After the main function, there are two functions in each sorting algorithm. In MS, we have:
• Partitioning function: divide the unsorted list into n sublists, each containing 1 element.
• Merge function: repeatedly merge sublists to produce new sorted sublists until there is only 1 sublist remaining, while in QS we have:
• Partitioning function: determine the pivot and compare the other elements with this pivot. We noticed that MS has 6.60% overhead on average when performing divide step. The reason for that appears in the assembly code in Fig. 3 , as it exploits the barrel shifter circuit instructions (shr and sar) to divide the list by 2. On the other hand, divide overhead for QS was 42.90% on average. For conquer and combined step, MS and QS have an average of 93.40% and 57.10%, respectively. With reference to the first paragraph in this section, we notice that there is an inverse association between the diminishing effect of the trend and the rise of miss rate among the cache levels. To study the effect of cache misses on power consumption, we obtained the number of cache misses in each cache level. The cache misses results are presented in Table 3 .
The dataset sizes were selected carefully to study the effect of cache misses among the three cache levels ( L1 = 32 k , L2 = 256 k , and L3 = 30 MB ). With 4 bytes integer size, the data stored will be (16 kB-32 MB). Both MS and QS use a recursive function call, and we expect that each cache level may spill out earlier to the next level because it keeps data and stack frame in the same cache.
From Table 3 , we estimate the cache boundaries for each algorithm in each cache level based on the dataset size and the gradual increase from the numbers in Table 3 . We estimate that MS spill out of L1 after dataset size 16 kB, L2 after 24 kB, and L3 after 192 kB. For QS, its spill out of L1 after dataset size 28 kB, L2 after 44 kB, and L3 after 192 kB. We notice that MS spill out to the next level earlier than QS. This finding was expected because MS requires extra space proportional to N, for the auxiliary array for merging. Figures 6, 7 , and 8 display more details about our estimation.
Based on the estimated cache boundaries in Table 3 , MS has 54% more cache misses than QS in L1, 54% in L2, and 56% in L3. To study the effect of cache misses on power consumption, we go back to the power trend in Fig. 1 . We notice that MS power advantage exists when the data are located within the boundaries of onchip memory (L1, L2, and L3). When MS access the off-chip memory (DRAM) after dataset size 192 kB, we notice a sharp drop in power and after dataset size 512 kB the power trend reversed in favor of QS. The literature on [37] has highlighted that the off-chip memory access has a major impact on power consumption, while there is a slight effect on power when accessing the on-chip memory. In our case, we have almost the same average cache misses in all cache levels (54%, 54%, and 56%), while the power advantage is only affected by the L3 misses where the data are located in the main memory. This is strong evidence that MS has an algorithmic We also obtained other metrics (number of instructions, number of cycles, number of branches, and number of branch prediction misses) as indicated in Table 4 for further investigations. One of the interesting findings in our results in Table 4 is the branch prediction misses. MS has about 25% more branch prediction misses than QS which may affect the power efficiency for MS, especially for large datasets (4-32 MB) where the branch prediction misses average was 37%.
To confirm prior findings and look for additional evidence, we analyze the executed instructions overhead. Table 5 shows the major instructions average overhead for each algorithm. We collect all the instructions in each run in terms of overhead and repetition, and then, we select the instructions that have a notable overhead and repetition. We discard the low overhead and low repetition instructions. Through the profiler trace feature, we can identify each instruction and its overhead. Some instructions appear in few numbers of runs. Others have a very low overhead during the execution. This depends on the pipeline scheduler, data-dependence constraints, resource hazards and branch prediction misses. Furthermore, super-scalar processors may waste a lot of clock cycles during the execution. For this reason, we selected the large repetition and the large overhead instructions, which exist in each run. These instructions represent the real behavior of the algorithm during the run.
Most of the overhead is reported for data movement and comparison instructions. mov instruction has the largest overhead. During the execution, mov instruction takes 80.51% for MS and 58.52% for QS. Also, lea instruction takes 2.82% for MS and 7.01% for QS. Furthermore, we found pop and push stack manipulation instructions in QS only and reported 1.88% average overhead for each. The mov, lea, push and pop instructions are classified as data movement instructions, and thus, the data movement in QS was less than MS. Furthermore, cmp instruction is an arithmetic instruction used to compare two values. The cmp Investigating power efficiency of mergesort instruction takes 4.31% for MS versus 8.44% for QS. So, MS has fewer comparisons than QS. The data movement and comparisons findings are consistent with [36] .
Other instruction also existed and reported some overhead. For MS, we notice jge and jg branch instructions report 5.28% and 2.08% average overhead, respectively. In contrast, only one instruction jge reported in QS with average overhead 3.17%. Furthermore, we find that add and subl arithmetic instructions reported 8.26% and 2.68%, respectively, in QS and addl and instructions reported 2.6% and 0.9%, Investigating power efficiency of mergesort respectively. Arithmetic instructions usually considered as CPU-intensive instructions and may increase the power consumption for the CPU. One of the interesting findings in MS instructions was shl shift instruction and reported 1.5% in MS. It is used to multiply the array index by 4 to get byte offset. It is a very efficient multiply operation with less overhead on the CPU.
Furthermore, in QS, cltq loop exit instruction reported 1.39% average overhead and call functions callq and retq reported 1.39% and 2.08%, respectively, and these instructions were not reported in MS. Finally, jmp unconditional jump instruction reported 3.3% overhead in QS only.
The total number of instructions in the instructions overhead table was 12 instructions for QS versus 8 instructions only for MS. It seems that QS has more overhead on the architecture during the execution. These findings provide additional evidence for the power advantage for MS.
These findings collectively provide strong support for the hypothesis that MS is basically a power-efficient sorting algorithm.
Conclusion and future work
In this research, we investigated the power characteristics of mergesort under improved experimental conditions. Previous results showed evidence for some advantage under an older generation processor that better reflected a classic approach to energy management [4] . The energy-efficient processor used for the experiment reported here provided a major improvement in instrumentation, enabling us to link energy measurements to architectural features. In this study, we again compared generic mergesort (MS) with a classically optimized 3-way partitioning quicksort (QS), which is the method of choice for general purpose sorting. Both algorithms rely on dividing up their lists in each round. The basic The main finding of this study is the clearly better power consumption of MS considering that the basic scheme was competing against a highly optimized QS. The signature fast average run time of QS resulted in consuming a comparable amount of energy but at a faster pace. Improved instrumentation helped uncover trends better, we believe. The fact that a mergesort which did not benefit from any optimization effort was able to outperform an optimized quicksort further highlights the power efficiency advantage under the investigated scenario. As expected eventually though, the advantage did indeed diminish as list sizes grew and MS, whose memory needs grow linearly with list size, started to progressively spill out of lower-level caches all the way to DRAM faster than QS until the trend was reversed. Results confirm our expectation of an inflection point as lists grow large enough relative to caches. Interestingly, we also found that MS generated more branch mispredictions than QS.
Results suggest that perhaps we should expect a suitably optimized in-place mergesort to keep the advantage longer. Moreover, results seem to argue for larger lower-level caches where the sort could be kept longer to take better advantage of the favorable part of the power trend. The lowest level cache though should likely remain small to continue to favor better cache hit time. Finally, while mergesort clearly works relatively less hard, relying on an efficient operation on simpler hardware, further investigation is needed to be able to confidently link the observed advantage to specific features of mergesort, as opposed to some compiler related effects for example.
Another obvious limitation is that results provide direct evidence on one architecture (Intel Haswell) running code from one compiler (64-bit GCC). However, if the power trend turns out to be due to an efficient frequent operation, such factors should not matter.
Notwithstanding these limitations, the findings confirm that mergesort should generally be of interest to applications where power is a concern. Another study involving a significantly different hardware architecture reports similar advantage with an architecture-appropriate optimized version of mergesort [5] . These results seem to lend further support to the expectation of an advantage likely to manifest in a future power-critical exascale environment. In such an environment, which is expected to contain a massive number of processors, even small power savings could add up to a major gain, particularly for a pervasive computation which is expected to occupy a significant portion of those processors. According to Amdahl's classic argument [8] , the most significant factor in overall improvement is the proportion of time an enhancement is used.
A subtler consequence that the results seem to suggest is to rethink classic timefocused optimizations which could have an aggravating effect on power consumption. For some applications, sacrificing space or even increasing the energy budget may be acceptable compromises. More importantly is to look at power as a separate concern from energy, opening the door for trading sometime in return for power savings. Such deliberate trade-offs could particularly be useful in power-critical situations, particularly an exascale environment where performance is expected to be abundant and less critical than power draw.
The observed diminishing returns due to linear growth of memory requirements in the basic scheme as dataset size increases encourages investigating in-place mergesort, less favored due to its complexity. A more sustained advantage may justify its implementation costs for application where running bigger problem sets is more important than timing in a power-conscious high-performance environment. Further examination of both nature and causes of the power advantage in mergesort could help uncover optimization opportunities for more savings or patterns beneficial to future algorithms. More generally, this investigation encourages looking into more algorithms, including those previously less favored on time efficiency basis, to explore their power characteristics.
The unexpected increase in mispredictions is another aspect worth looking into. Perhaps also how algorithms are expressed may be worth looking at (is a recursive algorithm more power efficient than its iterative counterpart, for example), or how they are translated into machine code by typical compilers.
